LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS

MAPS
1. TELUGU PAPER PUBLICATION CENTRES
2. EENADU - EDITION WISE DETAILS
3. ANDHRA BHOOMI - EDITION WISE DETAILS
4. UDAYAM - EDITION WISE DETAILS
5. ANDHRA JYOTHI - EDITION WISE DETAILS
6. ANDHRA PRABHA - EDITION WISE DETAILS
7. PRAJASAKTI - EDITION WISE DETAILS

NEWS PAPERS
1. THE ANDHRA PATRIKA IN ITS EARLY DAYS
2. A FACSIMILE OF FIRST INDIAN NEWS PAPER - BENGAL GAZETTE

PLATES
1. EENADU - WOMEN SUPPLEMENT
2. EENADU - FILM SUPPLEMENT
3. EENADU - MATRIMONIAL
4. ANDHRA BHOOMI - EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT
5. ANDHRA BHOOMI - HEALTH SUPPLEMENT
6. ANDHRA BHOOMI - YOUTH SUPPLEMENT
7. ANDHRA BHOOMI - ART SUPPLEMENT
8. ANDHRA BHOOMI - LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
9. ANDHRA BHOOMI - CHILDREN'S SUPPLEMENT
10. ANDHRA BHOOMI - WOMEN'S SUPPLEMENT
11. ANDHRA BHOOMI - FILM SUPPLEMENT
12. ANDHRA BHOOMI - MEN'S SUPPLEMENT
13. UDAYAM - DAILY SUPPLEMENTS
14. UDAYAM EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT (TOP) & ANDHRA BHOOMI - T.V. GUIDE (BELOW)
15. UDAYAM - STATE SPECIAL FEATURES
16. UDAYAM - LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
17. UDAYAM - BUSINESS SUPPLEMENT
18. ANDHRA JYOTHI - EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT
19. ANDHRA JYOTHI - COMMEMORATORY ISSUES
20. PRAJASAKTI - EDUCATIONAL SUPPLEMENT
21. PRAJASAKTI - WORLD SPECIAL FEATURES
22. DISTRICT SUPPLEMENTS
23. TELUGU PRESS - VARIED SUNDAY SUPPLEMENTS
24. NEWS PRINT ROLES
25. PRESS MACHINERY
26. WEB PRINTER
27. CAMERA EQUIPMENT